Application for SAWCC internal ethics approval for research conducted using
SAWCC resources
Please type directly into this form.

Applicant details
1.

Name, address and contact details of researcher(s) applying
(include email address AND phone number where you can be reached during the day)

2.

Relationship to SAWCC
(member, ex-member, Centre user, Centre worker, volunteer, EC, other –– specify)

3. Institutional affiliation, department, and status of researcher(s)

4. Name(s) of academic supervisor(s) and contact details, if applicable

5. Type of research, e.g., MA/PhD thesis; funded research (give agency and program);
other (specify)

Project details
6.

Project title

7.

Paragraph describing the purpose of the research (250 words maximum)

8.

We believe that socially responsible research must benefit the non-academic
community. In what way does SAWCC stand to benefit from this research? State clearly
the nature of an accessibly written contribution to knowledge that you intend to provide
to SAWCC after the research is completed, in English as well as in any South Asian
languages relevant for this project (specify which), and the time frame within which

SAWCC will receive it (preferably as quickly as possible). Tell us also who else will
benefit directly from this research, besides the researcher(s), and in what way.

9.

How else will the results of this research be disseminated?
(open access thesis/journal publication, subscription-only publication, media report, etc)

10. What measures will you take to protect the privacy and confidentiality of SAWCC
workers, members or users with whom you will be working during this research?

11. Bear in mind that many women who come to SAWCC may be working through
difficult personal situations and may be unusually vulnerable. If this research is likely
to trigger emotional responses in participants, what measures will you put in place to
help them deal with any potential adverse effects?

12. What other approvals (e.g., from your academic institution, from a school board,
medical facility, etc.) have you sought/obtained to carry out this research?
(List, and attach a copy to this application in appendix form, clearly labelled. Include all
forms to be used for informed consent and data collection proper (questionnaires, surveys,
interview protocols, etc.) Informed consent MUST include the clearly stated option of
withdrawing at any time without consequences. )

Justification of SAWCC involvement
13. What SAWCC resources do you anticipate calling on during the course of this
research? Please be very specific about the access to SAWCC personnel (names of
workers, reasons for needing these individuals, amount of their time required, nature of
information requested) and the use of SAWCC facilities you are asking for. Which of
our spaces, to be used when, for how long; what disruption of SAWCC’s normal
working may ensue? How will you overcome this? Your response should be detailed.

14. Applicants whose research is externally funded must demonstrate their goodwill by
agreeing to provide an honorarium to participants, however minimal, and adequate
individual reimbursement for the time they request of SAWCC personnel, within the
limits of their budget constraints. State the amounts you intend to contribute.

15. We believe that research in community settings should be reciprocal. The researcher
should not only take, but should also give back, in return for the privilege of conducting
research in the very special and specific site we offer. What volunteer action will you do
to help SAWCC, should we approve your request to conduct research? (Note: this
should be separate and apart from the written contribution detailed in #8, above, and
from the financial contribution, if applicable, set out in #14, above.)

Reciprocal statement of commitment: terms and conditions
15. Upon approval of your request, you will be invited to sign a contractual agreement with
SAWCC that sets out clearly what is and is not acceptable to SAWCC, within the
parameters of the research you propose to carry out, in terms that make clear the
responsibilities on both sides. SAWCC reserves the right to ask you to modify the
conditions of your research or to terminate your work at SAWCC at any time.

Applicant’s signature agreeing to the above: _________________________________
Signed at: __________________________________ Date: ______________________

